Accessing Turning Point

You may access Turning Point from the desktop icon or directly from PowerPoint.

To access through Power Point and enable the add-in:
**This will need to be done the first time you use Turning Point on a computer, including classroom presentation machines (it is profile specific on each machine – once you have done this the first time on the machine you will not have to do this again until/unless there is a new machine installed). The next time you use TurningPoint, you can access it either from the desktop icon or directly from PowerPoint.

1. Click the desktop icon

2. When the program opens, choose “Preferences” in the bottom right corner
3. Choose the “Software” tab if it is not already highlighted. Check the box “Add-In Always Loaded” then, choose “Close”.

4. Click on the “PowerPoint Polling” section of the screen or open PowerPoint to begin using your presentation.